Abstract. The magnetic moments of the negative parity octet resonances with spin 1 2 : N * (1535), N * (1650), Σ * (1620), and Ξ * (1690) have been calculated within the framework of the chiral constituent quark model. In this approach, the presence of the polarized qq pairs (or the meson cloud, in other words) is considered by using the Lagrangian for Goldstone boson emission from the constituent quarks. Further, the explicit contributions coming from the spin and orbital angular momentum, including the effects of the configurations mixing between the states with different spins, are obtained. The motivation for these calculations comes from the recent interest in experimental measurement of the magnetic moment of the S 11 (1535) resonance and of similar calculations being done within lattice quantum chromodynamics approaches. Our results can be compared with those expected to come from these sources.
Introduction
Scrutinizing the structure and the properties of light hadrons is a key to understanding the mechanism of the strong interactions at low energies. The very feature of the confinement of the theory of the strong interactions makes it difficult to access the underlying physics at the low and intermediate energies. However, continuous efforts are being made to investigate this energy region and a lot of important information is being made available through theoretical and experimental investigations. Studies of hadrons within constituent quark models have played a very important role in some crucial discoveries like those of the color quantum number and the charm flavor of the quarks. This model was later used to determine the masses of the excited states in the baryon spectrum by replacing each quark by a harmonic oscillator [1] [2] [3] [4] . The näive quark model has been further extended by implementing the chiral symmetry and its spontaneous breaking to it [5] , giving rise to the chiral constituent quark model (χCQM), which as a result includes the important phenomenon of quark-antiquark excitations, in other words the presence of the meson cloud at low energies. This perspective is in common with the modern effective field theory approaches used to study the baryon resonances [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
The χCQM, which facilitates the calculations of hadron properties from a theory based on the symmetries of the quantum chromodynamics (QCD), successfully explains the "Proton spin crisis" and other related properties [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Later, the octet and decuplet baryon magnetic moments were calculated by incorporating the sea quark polarizations and their orbital
Correspondence to: dahiyah@nitj.ac.in angular momentum contribution through the generalized ChengLi mechanism [30] [31] [32] . Recently, the model has been used to study the charm sector too [33] . Apart from studying the static properties of the ground state baryons, the χCQM has also been found useful to obtain the D/F ratio for the axial vector coupling constants, radiative decays, etc..
Considering the success of the χCQM in studying ground state baryons, it is natural to extend this model to investigate the properties of the excited baryons. In fact the quark model and χCQM have already been used to study the magnetic moments [34, 35] , radiative decays [36] and dynamical properties [37] of some baryon resonances, and a reasonable agreement with the experimental data, where it exists, has been found. In this work, we use this model to investigate the magnetic moments of the low-lying, spin-parity J P = The present work is partly motivated by the interest in the experimental studies of the magnetic moment of the N * planned at the Mainz Microtron (MAMI) facility [38] [39] [40] , by the preliminary calculations done with lattice QCD [41] and partly by the other calculations of the same done within very different theoretical models [6] [7] [8] . Our present work assumes that the basic properties of the baryon resonances can be explained in terms of three valence quarks surrounded by the meson cloud. However, baryon resonances could possess a different structure, for instance, some of them have been claimed to be multiquark states [42] , others as dynamically generated ones [6] [7] [8] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] , yet others as hybrids [50] [51] [52] , etc. Eventually, the claimed nature of these states can be verified by comparing the model calculations of observables with the experimental data. One of the observables useful for such purposes is the magnetic moment, which is what we are concerned with here. The question now comes if the magnetic moments of all the baryon resonances studied here can be measured. The number of experiments planned to obtain these observables are rather scarce [38] [39] [40] as compared to the number of known baryon resonances [53] . The main obstacle in carrying out such experiments is the considerable widths of excited baryons, which is of the order of 100 MeV. Due to this the magnetic moments have to be extracted from the polarization observables of the decay products of the resonances excited in photo-or pion-induced reactions, and the procedure finally depends on model calculations to estimate the background. Nevertheless, recent efforts put in measuring the magnetic moment of ∆ + (1232), through the γ p → ∆ + → pπ 0 γ ′ reaction, and the plan to obtain this information for N * (1535), by studying the γ p → pηγ ′ process, at the MAMI facility, the measurements of form factors of resonances at the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (JLAB) [54] [55] [56] [57] , show that the interest in this field is growing.
To do the present calculation, we take the benefit from the earlier works [1] [2] [3] [4] where the spectrum for the negative parity partners of the octet baryons with spin 1 2 was obtained in a quark model, by solving a bound state equation treating the three quarks as harmonic oscillators, considering excitation of one unit of the orbital angular momentum, and the resulting states were found to be in good agreement with the known ones. The starting point of our model is the spectrum found in Refs. [1] [2] [3] [4] , which provides the wave functions of the 1 2 − baryon resonances needed to calculate the magnetic moments. From the quark model studies, it is known that the magnetic moment of the low-lying spin 1 
2
+ baryons receives contributions not only from the valence quarks, but also from many other effects, such as the quark sea, the orbital angular momentum, relativistic effects, the meson cloud effect, etc. [30] [31] [32] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] . In the present work, we will calculate all these contributions for their low-lying spin 1 
− counterparts.
The paper is organized as follows: we first formulate in detail the magnetic moments of the negative parity N * resonances (S + 11 (1535), S 0 11 (1535), S + 11 (1650), and S 0 11 (1650)). In Sec. 2, the explicit contribution of the spin and orbital angular momentum of the magnetic moment for the above mentioned resonances are calculated in the nonrelativistic quark model. Further, we calculate explicitly the contribution coming from the valence quarks, and quark sea polarization, including the Cheng-Li mechanism, for the spin part and the valence and the sea quarks contribution for the orbital angular momentum part in the χCQM. The details of these calculations have been presented in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4 we discuss our numerical results for all the 1 2 − octet baryon resonances and Sec. 5 summarizes our results.
Magnetic moment of baryons in the quark model
In the nonrelativistic SU(6) constituent quark model (NCQM), the magnetic moment of the baryon resonances have contribution coming from both quark spin and orbital angular momentum µ µ µ B = µ µ µ
where s i and l i are the spin and orbital angular momentum of the ith quark and the index i is summed over three quarks. The orbital angular momentum part vanishes for ground state baryons on account of the absence of orbital excitation. If |B is the given baryon's SU(6) spin-flavor wavefunction, then we have
Here
is the quark magnetic moment, e q and M q are the electric charge and mass of theuark, respectively. The polarizations corresponding to the spin and orbital angular momentum, ∆ q = q ↑ − q ↓ and ∆ q (1) = q (1) − q (−1) , can be calculated as
In Eq. (6) , N ↑↓ and N (±1) are the number operators given by
with n q ↑ (n q ↓ ) being the number of quarks with spin up (down) and n q (1) (n q (−1) ) is the number of quarks with the orbital angular momentum projection m L = 1 (m L = −1).
In this section, we calculate the magnetic moment of the S 11 (1535) and S 11 (1650) nucleon resonances in the framework of the NCQM and further extend this to the rest of low-lying negative parity octet baryons. The lowest lying negative parity nucleon resonances are |N 2 P 1/2 and |N 4 P 1/2 , where the usual spectroscopic notation 2S+1 L J is used to indicate their total quark spin S = 
where ψ, χ, and φ denote the spatial, spin, and flavor wavefunctions. The superscripts s or ρ (λ ) indicate that they are totally symmetric among three quarks, or odd (even) under the exchange of the first two quarks [1] [2] [3] . The physical eigenstates for the L = 1 negative parity resonances, are linear combinations of these two and are expressed as
Now, the magnetic moments of the S 11 (1535) and S 11 (1650) resonances can be expressed in terms of the magnetic moments of the |N 2 P 1/2 and |N 4 P 1/2 states and their cross terms as
The value of the mixing angle θ depends on the quark interaction and predictions for it are available from different models. For example, in Ref. [1] [2] [3] it was considered that the splitting among the negative-parity baryons is dominantly explained in terms of an interaction whose spin dependent part originates from one gluon exchange between the quarks. Within this formalism, the authors predicted a mixing angle of θ = tan −1 (
• for the J = 1/2 case. This value is close to the empirical mixing angle θ ≃ −32 • found in Ref. [66] . In other models [67] [68] [69] , the mixing angle present in the wave function of the resonances is determined considering the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry and the Goldstone boson exchange between quarks. In this case, a mixing angle of −27± 12 is found. Both models are known to well describe the spectrum of the 1/2 − low-lying baryon resonances. In this work, we have used the value of the mixing angle obtained in Ref. [1] [2] [3] . For a compilation of the results obtained by using mixing angles given by different models we refer the reader to, for example, Refs. [70] [71] [72] .
Since the magnetic moment has contribution coming from both spin and orbital angular momentum as expressed in Eqs. (2) and (3), we now present the matrix elements for quark spin and orbital angular momentum contributions of the magnetic moments of the states |N 2 P 1/2 and |N 4 P 1/2 and the cross terms obtained from mixing the |N 2 P 1/2 and |N 4 P 1/2 states. It is easy to obtain the spin structure of the baryons as expressed in Eq. (6)
,
Here, the superscripts + and 0 denote the charge of the resonance state. It is important to mention at this point that there are no cross terms for µ L z because |N 2 P 1/2 and |N 4 P 1/2 have orthogonal quark spin states which are not affected by µ L z . Using Eqs. (4) and (5) the magnetic moment of the
, and the cross terms can be expressed as
From Eqs. (13) and (14), the magnetic moment of the S 11 (1535) and S 11 (1650) states in the NCQM are expressed as
Considering 
Using the value of mixing angle θ = −31.7 • in Eqs. (26)- (29), one can obtain the magnetic moments of the N * resonances S 
Magnetic moment of baryons in χCQM
The key to understanding the magnetic moment of the baryons in the χCQM formalism [15, 16] is the fluctuation process
where GB represents the emitted Goldstone boson and′ + q ′ constitute the "quark sea" [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The model assumes that the quark flavor, spin and orbital contents of the baryons are determined by its valence quark structure and all possible chiral fluctuations, and probabilities of these fluctuations depend on the interaction Lagrangian,
where the coupling between the quark and Goldstone bosons is weak enough to treat the fluctuation (30) as a small perturbation and the contributions from the higher order fluctuations are assumed to be negligible. Clearly, the GB emission from the quark gives rise to the probability of a spin-flip of the quark. It is assumed that the spin-flip process gives the dominant contribution to (30) , which is similar to the chiral instanton model [73, 74] . In Eq. (31), ζ = g 1 /g 8 , g 1 and g 8 denote the coupling constants for the singlet and octet GBs, respectively, and I is the 3 × 3 identity matrix. The matrix of the GBs can be expressed as
The parameter a(= |g 8 | 2 ) denotes the probability of chiral fluc-
, whereas α 2 a, β 2 a and ζ 2 a respectively denote the probabilities of fluctuations
The spin part µ S of the magnetic moment of a given baryon receives contributions from the valence quarks, sea quarks, and orbital angular momentum of the "quark sea" [30] [31] [32] and is expressed as
where µ S val and µ S sea represent the contributions of the valence quarks and the sea quarks to the magnetic moments due to the spin polarizations. In addition, there is a significant contribution coming from the orbital angular momentum of the "quark sea", µ S orbit , since the GB emitted due to the chiral fluctuation is in the P wave state, l z = 1. The details of the valence quark calculations have already been presented in the previous section. We now present the calculations of the sea and orbital angular momentum contributions.
The sea quark spin polarizations corresponding to each baryon can be obtained by substituting for each valence quark
when calculating the spin contribution to the magnetic moment. In Eq. (34), P [q, GB] is the probability of emission of GBs from a quark q ↑(↓) and |ψ(q ↑(↓) )| 2 is the probability of transforming a q ↑(↓) quark [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] given by
for the spin up quarks. The orbital angular momentum contribution of each chiral fluctuation is given as [15, 16, [30] [31] [32] 
where
. The quantities (l q , l GB ) and (M q , M GB ) are the orbital angular momenta and masses of the quarks and GBs, respectively. The orbital moment of each process in Eq. (36) is then multiplied by the probability for such a process to take place to yield the magnetic moment due to all the transitions starting with a given valence quark. For example,
The orbital moments of the u, d, and s quarks in terms of the χCQM parameters (a, α,
Using this formalism, we can calculate explicitly the valence, sea, and orbital contributions to the spin angular momentum of the magnetic moments of the baryons. As an example, the µ S contribution to the magnetic moment of the S + 11 (1535) is given as 
The orbital angular momentum contribution µ L to the magnetic moment of a given baryon receives contributions from the valence and sea quarks as
where µ L val and µ L sea represent the contributions of the valence and sea quarks to the magnetic moments due to the orbital angular momentum polarizations. The details of the valence quark calculations have already been presented in the previous section, whereas the sea quark spin polarizations corresponding to each baryon can be calculated by substituting for each valence quark with the third component of the orbital angular momentum ±1
where T [q, GB] is the probability of emission of GBs from a quark q (±1) and |ψ(q (±1) )| 2 is the probability of transforming a q (±1) quark, given as
One can calculate the valence and sea contributions of the orbital angular momentum to the magnetic moment of the baryons.
As an example, the µ L contribution to the magnetic moment of S
The magnetic moments of the other N * resonances S 0 11 (1535), S + 11 (1650), and S 0 11 (1650) can also be calculated in χCQM using similar methodology. The calculations have also been extended for the magnetic moments of the first excited states (with J P = 
Results and Discussion
In this section, we first discuss the various input parameters needed for the numeric calculation of the magnetic moment for the low-lying 1 2 − baryons. The calculation of the magnetic moments in the χCQM with SU(3) broken symmetry requires the symmetry breaking parameters a, aα 2 , aβ 2 , and aζ 2 , representing, respectively, the probabilities of fluctuations of a constituent quark into pions, kaons, η, and η ′ . The best fit to the set of parameters obtained by carrying out a fine grained analysis of the spin and flavor distribution functions of the proton [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [30] [31] [32] [33] gives
In addition to the parameters of the χCQM, the contributions to the orbital angular momentum due to the quark sea are characterized by the quark and GB masses. Table 1 . For the sake of comparison, we have also presented the results of χCQM of Ref. [35] .
In Table 2 , we give the magnetic moments found in the present work for the low-lying 1 2 − octet baryon resonances.
The explicit results for the valence, sea, and orbital contributions of the spin part and the valence and sea contributions of the orbital angular momentum part of the magnetic moments are shown in these tables. For the sake of completeness, we have also given the values found in the NCQM, obtained by summing the contributions from the spin and orbital angular momentum of the valence quarks.
A cursory look at Table 1 reveals that the magnitude of the magnetic moment is higher in the χCQM when compared to the NCQM predictions. In general, the valence structure of the quarks dominates. However, the presence of the sea quarks augments the absolute value of the magnetic moment, especially in case of S + 11 (1650). The magnetic moments of Σ * (1620) and Ξ * (1690) are shown in Table 2 octet resonances together. Table 2 shows that, just like in case of the N * 's, the valence structure of the quarks dominates but the absolute value of the magnetic moment in χCQM increases for the 1 2 − octet resonances except for Σ * + , Σ * 0 , and Ξ * − , where it decreases. For the low-lying spin 1 2 − baryons, so far there is no experimental information available for the magnetic moments but we can compare our findings with those obtained within other models. Let us discuss the N * resonances first, out of which, for the S 11 (1535) an experiment is already being planned to measure its magnetic moment. Several theoretical calculations of the magnetic moment of N * (1535) have also been done earlier: within CQM [34] , χCQM [35] and in the models based on hadronic degrees of freedom [8] , in which it has been found to arise due to pseudoscalar-baryon coupled channel dynamics.
The difference between the present work and that of Ref. [35] is the inclusion of the contribution to the magnetic moment arising from the orbital angular momentum of the sea quarks gained by the GB emission. This contribution is calculated through the generalized Cheng-Li mechanism. Our CQM results for the N * 's coincide with those obtained in Ref. [34] , but our χCQM results are different with respect to Ref. [35] due to the absence of µ S orbit contribution in the work of Ref. [35] . It can be seen from Table 1 that µ S orbit gives a significant contribution to the total magnetic moment of baryons.
We now compare our results for N * (1535) with those obtained in the study based on chiral effective field theory [8] . In the present model the resonances have a three (valence) quark structure with one of the quarks excited to the P-wave and the consideration of the chiral symmetry takes into account the probability of the production of Goldstone bosons. Although the hadronic models are also based on similar grounds, i.e., the chiral symmetry and its spontaneous breaking, the structure of the baryon resonances in the two cases is different. In Ref. [8] , the magnetic moments of the n * (1535) and p * (1535) were found to be −0.25µ N and +1.1µ N , respectively. As can be seen, these results, although qualitatively similar, are quantitatively different from those listed in Table 1 of the present work. Although, it should be mentioned that the simple one channel meson-baryon molecular picture of Ref. [34] yields −0.56µ N and +1.86µ N for the magnetic moments of n * (1535) and p * (1535), respectively, out of which at least µ p * is in better agreement with the quark model calculations. Ideally, the wave function of the baryon resonances should be treated as an admixture of different configurations, but it is possible that one of those configuration dominates. If any experimental information is made available on the magnetic moments of baryon resonances, then a comparison of the results found in quark models and hadronic models can shed light on the structure of the low-lying resonances. The experimental investigations on the magnetic moments of the S 11 (1535) resonance are, thus, most welcome.
Going over to the discussions of the other octet resonances, Σ * (1620) is a controversial state, the results for this resonance obtained from the partial wave analysis and the production experiments have been kept separately in Ref. [53] , mentioning that it is not clear if more than one resonance contribute to its signal [53] . Models based on effective field theories find two different Σ * (1620) with different spin parities. In Ref. [75] , a resonance is found around 1620 MeV with spin-parity 1 2 − in the KΞ and coupled channel system. On the other hand, a 1 2 + spin-parity Σ resonance with mass 1620 MeV is found to get dynamically generated in the ππΣ system when the πΣ subsystem forms Λ (1405) [49] . Once again, measurement of the magnetic moment of this resonance can be useful in understanding it's nature. The known width of this resonance is ∼ 100 MeV, which is similar to the cases of ∆ (1232) and N * (1535). In case of Σ (1620), however, kaon beams would be required. Such a facility is available in JPARC, SPring-8, etc..
In case of 1 2
− Ξ * resonance, not much information is available. However, the CLAS Collaboration at the JLAB has recently initiated a cascade-physics program [76] , and strangeness -2, -1 studies are getting a special attention at KEK [77] . We Table 2 . Magnetic moments of the first excited states (with J P = 1 2 − ) of the octet baryons (in units of nuclear magneton) hope that the magnetic moments of the low-lying Ξ * 's will also get measured and our work will be useful in future.
We have compared our results also with those available from the Lattice QCD calculations of Ref. [41] , where magnetic moments of the baryon resonances have been obtained from the mass shifts. The results of Ref. [41] are very different, even by sign in most cases. For example the magnetic moment for the p * is found to be −1.8 µ N in contrast with +1.8 µ N found in the NCQM. However, it has been mentioned in Ref. [41] that the signal for 
Summary and conclusions
To summarize, using the chiral constituent quark model (χCQM), we have carried out a detailed analysis of the magnetic moments of the negative parity N * resonances S − . Using the generally accepted values of the quark masses and the parameters of the χCQM, the explicit contributions coming from the spin and the orbital angular momentum have been calculated. We find that our results do not coincide well with those obtained in hadronic models based on chiral effective field theories. This can be understood since, although the picture of the presence of the meson cloud in the two approaches is similar, the structure of the baryon resonances are different. The preliminary results available on the magnetic moments from lattice QCD [41] are also not compatible with our findings (neither with the results available from other models [8, 34, 35] ) but these preliminary lattice results are based on relatively poor statistics, as mentioned in Ref. [41] . Results from such studies with improved statistics will be very important to make more robust comparisons in future.
Any future experimental measurement would have important implications in understanding the complex structure of these resonances.
